A finite photonic lattice with two bands and a random gap is considered. Using a two-dimensional Dirac equation, the effect of a random sign of the Dirac mass is studied numerically. The edge state at the sample boundary has a strong influence on the electromagnetic field and its polarization inside the sample. The creation of edge states through a randomly fluctuating sign of the Dirac mass defeats Anderson localization and allows the electromagnetic field to distribute over the entire sample. The width of the distribution increases with an increasing gap due to increasing sharpness of the edge states. These results are compared with those of a random one-band Helmholtz equation. In contrast to the Dirac model, the one-band model displays a clear signature of Anderson localization.
I. INTRODUCTION
In finite gapped systems the boundary plays a crucial non-trivial role due to the formation of edge states. This implies that a simple (e.g., plane-wave) ansatz for its solution is insufficient, since the edge states decay exponentially on a scale which is inversely proportional to the gap.
For the subsequent study it is essential that the field equation depends on a real gap parameter, whose sign can be changed. This requires a system consisting of two bands with degeneracy points (spectral nodes). A typical example is a photonic crystal with a bipartite lattice structure such as a honeycomb lattice. Many other examples have been discussed in the literature [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . Without considering lattice details we focus on the vicinity of a generic Dirac node, where the spectrum is linear.
Edge states in a gapped two-dimensional electron gas cause the Quantum-Hall Effect, which is experimentally observed as a quantized Hall conductivity [17] . The edge states themselves are not directly accessible, though. The situation is quite different in photonic systems, where the electromagnetic field, which is the formal analog of a electronic single-particle quantum state, is directly observable. The tremendous progress in the design of photonic metamaterials during recent years made it possible to create and observe edge states experimentally and to measure their topological properties, such as their Berry curvature. Another advantage of photonics in comparison to electronics is that photons are not charged and that they do not interact directly with each other. Moreover, photons cover a wide range of length scales which are described by the same Maxwell theory. This provides the opportunity to design metamaterials from nano-to centimeter length scales with the same type of physical properties. For example, there have been similar experiments with visible light as well as with microwaves in the frequency regime down to 10 GHz. Thus, the characteristic lengths in the photonic experiments vary over seven orders of magitude from 10 −9 m ... 10 −2 m. Besides the edge state at the boundary of the photonic crystal, edge states can also be created inside a photonic crystal by an inhomogeneous gap parameter [3, 4] . This effect was studied recently in several experiments with dielectric as well as with metallic samples [14, 16] , where edge states were directly identified between regions with different signs of the Dirac mass.
The robustness of the edge states may also lead to a robust behavior of photons even in the presence of a random distribution of edges. This effect was analyzed in an infinite system with the result that photons propagate in this case in the form of ray modes and avoid Anderson localization [18] [19] [20] . One implication is that photons from a central source inside a finite crystal can propagate to the boundary and create an edge state there.
In the following we analyze edge states in photonic crystals with two bands and nodal spectral degeneracies. The two-component electromagnetic field in the x-y plane is a solution of the two-dimensional (2D) Dirac equation and represents formally a Dirac spinor. This work was inspired by a series of recent experiments with edge states in photonic crystals near a slightly gapped Dirac node [10, 13, 15, 16] . Here the aim is to study properties of the edge states caused by a random Dirac mass and to propose its characterization through a spatial distribution of the intensity. In particular, the transfer of field intensity from a source at the center of the sample to its boundary will be studied. 
II. THE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN A PHOTONIC CRYSTAL
The fundamental Maxwell equations of the three-component electric (E) and the three-component magnetic (H) field
with the dielectric coefficient ǫ and speed of light c imply the equation for E
After a Fourier transformation t → ω we obtain for the frequency-dependent Fourier components E(r, ω) the inhomogeneous differential equation
where j(ω) is the Fourier transform of the current density. The factor ǫω 2 /c 2 describes the effect of a dielectric medium.
Next we consider a photonic crystal which is characterized by a periodic space-dependent dielectric tensor ǫ in the x-y plane. This implies that the spectrum of the operator acting on E has a band structure [1, [21] [22] [23] [24] . It was argued that for a triangular or hexagonal arrangement of dielectric rods or cylinders there are two spectral nodes in the band structure [1, 3] . Near these spectral nodes Eq. (3) can be reduced for the transverse electric (TE) mode E = (E 1 , E 2 , 0), H = (0, 0, H 3 ) to two inhomogeneous two-dimensional Dirac equations for the two nodes
with
for the two-component field E ± = (E ±,1 , E ±,2 ) with the Dirac mass M and the Dirac velocity v D . Furthermore, the degeneracy of the two Dirac equations can be lifted by an asymmetric gap opening when, for instance, the Faraday effect is included for the medium [3] or by an asymmetric design of microwave metamaterials [16] . For the electric component of the TE mode in the x-y plane at the proper frequency ω D there is only one Dirac photon left [3] :
with H D ≡ H D;+ . In order to create finite bands, as observed in photonic metamaterials, the Dirac equation must be discretized in space, reflecting the lattice structure of the photonic crystal. However, the naive discretization by replacing the differential operators ∂ x,y with difference operators leads to additional Dirac nodes, an effect which is called fermion doubling or fermion multiplication in lattice gauge theory [25] . There are modifications of the Dirac operator, though, to circumvent this problem [26] [27] [28] [29] .
Here we adopt an idea of Susskind and replace H D by the lattice Dirac operator [30] 
with the lattice difference operators
for the lattice constant a and with the Dirac mass m = aM . m is now a dimensionless parameter which measures an inverse length in units of 1/a. This lattice operator is generic for a larger class of discrete photonic metamaterials which possess Dirac nodes. For the special case of an infinite lattice and a uniform Dirac mass the Fourier representation of H DD
provides the two-band dispersion In the following we consider the Dirac Eq. (6) with the lattice Dirac operator H DD for α = 1 from a local source at r 0 . For simplicity, the special choice j = j 0 δ r,r0 with j 0 = (j, 0) is used subsequently.
A. Edge states
Edge states appear when the gap is not larger than the width of the bands. This can be easily seen in the simple example of a spinor plane wave with wavevector k and the dispersion E k = ± √ m 2 + k 2 . Then an edge state appears for an imaginary wavevector k = iq (q real), which has the dispersion
If the band restricts the wavevectors to k ≤ λ, there are no edge states at zero energy if m 2 > λ 2 . Thus, for the existence of an edge state we need a Dirac mass smaller than the width of a single band. In the case of the lattice Dirac operator (7) with uniform Dirac mass on a finite lattice we get a critical Dirac mass, as depicted in Fig. 2 , depending on α = 0, 1: For α = 0 a gap opens at zero energy in the spectrum when m is larger than m = 1, and for α = 1 this happens when m is larger than m = 8. 
B. Polarization of the electromagnetic field
An electromagnetic field E is characterized by four Stokes parameters [31, 32] . They can be expressed as quadratic forms of the electric field E with Pauli matrices σ j (j = 0, x, y, z; σ 0 is the 2 × 2 unit matrix), where I = (E · σ 0 E) is the intensity with the scalar product (. · .) of two-component vector field E = (E 1 , E 2 ) and
are the other Stokes parameters which provide the polarization. It should be noticed that the relation
implies that the tip of the vector (Q, U, V ) describes a sphere of radius I (Poincaré sphere). After normalizing the radius to 1, the vector field (U, V, Q)/I can be used to characterize the polarization by a Berry curvature. 
III. UNIFORM GAP
First we consider the case of a spatially uniform Dirac mass. The resulting uniform gap in the spectrum of H DD restricts the solution of Eq. (6) to an exponentially decaying field away from the source on the length scale l m = 1/∆ m , where ∆ m is the effective gap created by the uniform Dirac mass m.. If l m is larger (shorter) than the distance from the source to the sample edge, an edge state is (not) excited. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 , where the source is either on the sample edge (left plot) or at the center (right plot), assuming that the distance from the center to the edge is larger than l m . Now we can reduce the gap to increase l m beyond the distance from the central source to the boundary. Then the field can reach the edge and an edge state is created (cf. Fig. 4 ). Here we have used the small gap regimes of H DD for m ≈ 0 and m ≈ 4.
In Figs. 3, 4 the intensity is plotted. Now we consider the electromagnetic field and the polarization. Here and in the subsequent analysis, we assume that the source is always at the center. The upper two plots in Fig. 5 display the normalized field and the corresponding polarization field, respectively, for m = 1. The field at the source is E y = 0; i.e., the field is oriented along the x direction. Moreover, the polarization field is a vortex centered at the source with a counterclockwise vorticity. Next we change the sign of m globally to get m = −1 and obtain the two plots at the bottom of Fig. 5 : The sign change reverses the orientation of the electromagnetic field and the vorticity of the polarization field, at least in the inner part of the sample. This effect is suppressed at boundaries in y-direction. Obviously, the edge states are much less affected by the sign change of m than the field inside the sample.
A. Straight internal edge
A straight line along the x-axis, created by a sign flip in one half of the sample of an otherwise uniform Dirac mass, leads to additional edge states [3] . If the source is located on this edge there is a direct connection between the edge caused by the sign flip and the sample boundary. In this situation the field propagates along this line to the sample edge. The resulting intensity is visualized in Fig. 6 . The higher edge intensity at the boundary of the positive Dirac mass region is indicative of symmetry breaking due to a competition between different edge modes. 
IV. RANDOM DIRAC MASS
When we assume that the Dirac mass m is an uncorrelated spatial random number m(r), the resulting electromagnetic field as a solution of Eq. (6) and its polarization are also random. A single realization for a randomly fluctuating sign of the Dirac mass is depicted in Fig. 7 . Here again we consider only a central source in order to avoid a direct effect by the edge mode of sample boundary. The random Dirac mass creates an ensemble of random edges between regions with positive and negative Dirac masses, respectively, which implies that the electromagnetic field can leave the central source and reach the boundary by following these edges. However, there is interference between the different edge states. This could cause Anderson localization, which would lead to an exponential decay of the intensity away from the central source. But since large gap values lead to narrow edge states, the interference between different edges is also exponentially suppressed. Therefore, strong Dirac mass fluctuations should avoid conventional Anderson localization. Indeed, previous studies for an infinite systems of random edges have revealed that the intensity of an electromagnetic field can leave the source in the form of ray modes rather than being exponentially trapped at the source due to Anderson localization [18] [19] [20] . These ray modes obey a Fokker-Planck equation. Such a description cannot be directly employed for finite systems because the reflexion by the boundary and the interaction with the boundary edge state plays a significant role. A more direct way to study the effect of edges is based on a numerical analysis of the electromagnetic field in such a random environment. Some examples are given in Fig. 8 , which confirm the behavior for strong randomness: While for weak randomness (|m| = 0.5) the field is localized around the source, for stronger randomness (e.g., for |m| = 10) the field is distributed over the entire lattice. Only for |m| = 15 the field is localized again around the source, since there are no edge states anymore due to the finite band width.
A single realization of the random Dirac mass is too specific, though, to provide a predictive theoretical description and to compare with a realistic measurement. Therefore, it is important to describe the random system by the distribution of physical quantities, such as the intensity. First, we consider the distribution of the intensity I(r) at site r in Fig. 9 . In this context it is also interesting to compare the electromagnetic field created with the Dirac equation with that of the more conventional Helmholtz equation, where H DD is replaced by the lattice Laplacian ∆ 1 + ∆ 2 − 4 + m: While for the gapless random Laplacian the intensity has a log-normal distribution, the logarithm of the intensity for H DD has an asymmetric distribution. This indicates that the intensity consists approximately of a product of independent random variables only for the Laplacian model.
Since the intensity is a function of the coordinates r = (x, y), it can be used to define
which is a probability measure for the normalized intensity at the gives position (x, y). With P I (r) we can evaluate expectation values of the coordinates such as
for each realization of the random Dirac mass. For instance, r reveals approximately the position of the highest intensity in space (i.e., the center of intensity). A related quantity is the mean square displacement (or variance) C xx = x 2 − x 2 , which measures the strength of the fluctuations of the intensity with respect to the center of intensity. All these quantities characterize the intensity for a single realization of the random Dirac mass. This is relevant for a single experiment, in which we choose a certain realization of the photonic metamaterial. However, it is also of interest how a certain distribution of the Dirac mass (for instance, an Ising-like ±m or a Gaussian distribution) would create a distribution of these quantities. For this purpose we consider many realizations of the Dirac mass to obtain the (unnormalized) distribution Π( r ) and related distributions of C xx . The latter allows us to determine the presence of Anderson localization, for which the distribution would be strongly peaked at the position of the source and decay exponentially away from it. A broadening of the distribution for increasing randomness, on the other hand, indicates anti-localization. In such a case the random edges support the propagation of the electromagnetic field away from the source.
Both effects can be seen in Figs. 10 -12 , where we compare different distributions generated from the lattice Dirac model and from the random Laplacian model. m has a fluctuating sign and the values |m| = 6 and |m| = 11 are compared. The distribution of x is plotted in Fig. 10 and the distribution for the average distance from the central source is depicted in Fig. 11 . Finally, the distribution of C xx (left plot of Fig. 12 ) is analyzed. Obviously, increasing randomness caused by an increasing |m| leads to a broadening (narrowing) of the considered distributions in the case of the lattice Dirac (Laplacian) model, respectively. It is remarkable that the two values of |m| lead to very distinct distributions. They are very narrow around the source for |m| = 6 but very broad for |m| = 11 for the lattice Dirac model and vice versa for the Laplacian model. Moreover, the variance C xx vanishes quickly away from zero for |m| = 6 but is very broad for |m| = 11 in the case of the lattice Dirac model. On the other hand, the distribution of x in the case of the Laplacian model is broad for |m| = 6 but very narrow for |m| = 11 (right plot of Fig. 10 ). This is a clear signature of Anderson localization.
V. DISCUSSION
The examples in Fig. 5 demonstrate the sensitivity of the electromagnetic field and its polarization under a sign change of a uniform Dirac mass in a finite system. A positive Dirac mass together with the boundary enforces a vortex for the polarization field with a counter-clockwise vorticity. On the other hand, a negative uniform Dirac mass creates a vortex with clockwise vorticity, which is suppressed by the edge state at the boundary. A similar competing effect between a negative Dirac mass and the edge state exists for the two-component electromagnetic field. This indicates that the boundary has a strong influence on the properties of the field.
In general, the electromagnetic field can consist of edge states that are created by the interfaces between regions of positive and negative masses (cf. Fig. 6 ). This is also the case for a randomly fluctuating mass sign in the Dirac model, as demonstrated for the normalized electromagnetic field and its polarization field in Fig. 7 . These edge states defeat Anderson localization and enable the field to spread in space with the consequence that the field intensity is distributed over the entire finite system. This effect even increases with increasing randomness, which reflects the fact that a larger |m| creates sharper edge states to avoid a decay of the intensity due to destructive interference.
In contrast to the absence of Anderson localization in the lattice Dirac model there is a tendency in the Laplacian model to Anderson localization with increasing randomness (cf. Figs. 10, 11 ). The latter model has only a single band and no edge states, which implies a conventional localization behavior [33] [34] [35] . In this context it could be interesting to consider the cross-over operator
where the parameter β can be tuned between 0 and 1. This offers an opportunity to study the transition to Anderson localization by approaching β = 0. In this work we have only presented results for a randomly fluctuating sign of the Dirac mass (i.e., Ising-like randomness). At least qualitatively the results are also valid for a continuous distribution of the Dirac mass, such as a Gaussian distribution. From this point of view the absence of Anderson localization is generic for the random mass Dirac model.
A. Note on the random phase model
The distribution of the local intensity I(r) was studied in Refs. [18] [19] [20] , using its invariant measure. The latter is associated with an internal global symmetry of the distribution, which creates long-range correlations. The invariant measure can be understood as a projection which eliminates all fluctuations not invariant under the symmetry transformation. Then the strength of the random fluctuations is expressed by an effective scattering rate that is a monotonic function of the variance of the random fluctuations. This concept is fundamental to the Random Matrix Theory [36] and leads to a random phase model in the case of the random mass Dirac model [18] . The invariant measure corresponds to the Jacobian determinant related to the symmetry degrees of freedom. A graphical representation of a determinant on the lattice consists of non-intersecting loops. Then the random phase factors create vertices with four legs along these loops [18] . Thus, at most two (complex conjugate) phase factor appear at a given lattice site. This enables us to replace the continuous random phase by a discrete random phase with the two values {0, π}, which is equivalent to replacing the phase factors by Ising spins. This step simplifies the numerical simulation substantially. Although the invariant measure covers only the longrange asymptotics of the random intensity distribution, there is also an increasing transfer of intensity from the central source to the boundary with increasing randomness for the finite system (right plot in Fig. 12 ), a behavior reminiscent of the Dirac model with random mass.
VI. CONCLUSION
Both, the electromagnetic field and its polarization are strongly affected by the sign of the Dirac mass and by the edge state at the sample boundary. The numerical simulation of a finite two-dimensional lattice Dirac model with random mass demonstrates that the ensemble of edge states leads to a broad spatial intensity distribution. Using an Ising-like fluctuating sign of the Dirac mass, the width of the intensity distribution broadens with increasing |m|. In contrast, randomness in a one-band model has the opposite effect, where the intensity distribution narrows down around the source with increasing |m|. This indicates Anderson localization.
